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Medford, MA RISE, a Boston-based minority-owned development and construction company, and
the Matarazzo Family, a long-time Medford property owner, have closed on financing for an
eight-story laboratory development at 4054 Mystic Valley Pkwy. The project will transform the now
vacant site into a laboratory building with ground retail, with an enhanced public realm along the
Pkwy. 

The city’s administration has made it a priority to foster the life sciences industry locally, and it is the
RISE team’s goal to help fulfill that mission. 

The development will include 311,535 s/f of lab and research space, with additional ground floor
retail along Mystic Valley Pkwy. In addition, the project will include a below-ground parking garage,



dedicated indoor bike storage, and a landscaped public plaza to improve and enliven the pedestrian
experience. 

“Thanks to the work of our economic development team, Medford’s quickly becoming a hub for
innovation with several new cutting-edge technology companies setting up shop here. With the
addition of the RISE development, we’re transforming Mystic Valley Pkwy. into a commercial
development destination and creating meaningful career opportunities for our residents.”

RISE has engaged experienced architecture firms Cube3 and Jacobs to design the building and
ensure that it meets the requirements of the life science industry. The project is expected to cost
approximately $200 million to build and could generate upwards of 500 new permanent jobs and
over 600 construction jobs.

“Despite market shifts – there will always be a demand for industries that support the therapies and
medical advances in our region,” said Herby Duverné, co-founder of RISE. “We are planning for
long-term solutions, and our cost model has allowed us to develop a project that works, which our
partners recognize.”

The debt for the transaction was arranged by Newmark’s Capital Markets team led by Dave
Douvadjian Sr. and Harrison Zucco.
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